**In-Ovation C Self-Ligating System**

Why In-Ovation C Self-Ligating System?

- **Jerry R. Clark, DDS, MS, Jack Gebbie, BS, Datatex Market Research Report Summary:** Increasing Practice Efficiency and Profitability Using In-Ovation

**Key Features**

- Compound contoured base provides a precise anatomical fit
- 100% mechanical base means reliable bonding
- Chamfered archwire slot facilitates wire engagement and reduces binding

**Benefits for Doctors**

- Faster adjustments mean shorter visits
- Reduced chairtime and orthodontist time
- Improved staff efficiency
- Increased staff productivity

**Benefits for Patients**

- Reduced chairtime and orthodontist time
- Improved staff efficiency
- Increased staff productivity

**Archwire Sizes**

- .016" .018"/.020" Expressive™
- .016" .018"/.020" Moderate
- .016" .018"/.020" Low
- .018" .025" .021"/.028" Full
- .022" Slot

**Number of Appointments**

- Traditional Bracket: 10
- In-Ovation**: 7

**Number of Months in Treatment**

- Traditional Bracket: 23.97
- In-Ovation**: 19.83

**In-Ovation Interaction Control**

1. Archwire is placed immediately.
2. Low-viscosity adhesive / fills each base thoroughly, and is light-cured for optimal mechanical bonding
3. Customized bracket base
4. All brackets in each archwire placed immediately
5. All Orthodontics

**Base Customization and Advanced Bonding**

- Each base is equipped with a customized base from the lab using a proprietary, two-stage process that ensures a reliable bond.
- A specially designed interactive, Coballoy spring clip lock base ensures reliable bonding, debonding and the ability to rebond.

**Scientific and Artistic Excellence**

- In-Ovation®C Brings Faster, More Predictable Treatment
- From esthetics perfection to essential care, Orthodontics is the Art of Orthodontic Excellence
- The self-ligating bracket that gives you control in every phase of treatment.

**Part Science. Part Art.**
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In-Ovation averages 40% fewer appointments. This eliminates the unscheduled, disruptive tie change.

Fewer adjustments. This innovative clip technology allows easy, full slot coverage and two-point contact for predictable bracket position. Trays snap easily into position and seats with only 2 seconds.

In-Ovation C Practice Benefits

- Fewer adjustments mean shorter visits.
- Less chairside time means more time for patients.
- Excellent, infallible results with any technique you employ.
- Bracket-wide bonding means easier, faster, less expensive treatment options.
- You can have control of your patients’ treatment.

In-Ovation C Master Kit to Get You Started

This kit includes:

- 5 Cases of In-Ovation C
- 20 wax-up archwires (Sentalloy®, BioForce® and Resolve®)
- 1 In-Ovation bracket 10X model and sample kit

In-Ovation C Patient Benefits

- Fewer appointments
- Fewer chairside time
- Shorter treatment time
- Superb esthetics

In-Ovation C Brings Greater, More Predictable Treatment

The self-ligating bracket that gives you control in every phase of treatment.

In-Ovation®C Brings Faster, More Predictable Treatment

The AccuBond System from GAC realizes the full potential of indirect bonding with highly accurate bracket placement and strong, reliable bonds. With AccuBond, you can bond an entire arch in about 20 minutes, and have complete confidence that each bracket will be in its ideal location. Despite the full slot coverage, AccuBond is virtually invisible and comfortable for the patient.

The Art of Orthodontic Excellence

In-Ovation’s revolutionary Interactive™ technology means you can establish torque and placement guidelines before treatment begins and change them on the fly as treatment progresses. The AccuBond System is the perfect partner to In-Ovation C to enhance its in-office performance.

In-Ovation C Interactive Control

*Dr. Mark Coreil, DDS Houma, LA*

Over the last 2 years, I’ve converted both separate practice to In-Ovation C. In both situations, we witnessed an immediate increase in patient referrals and a 25% increase in case starts.

AccuBond® Indirect Bonding: An In-Ovation Exclusive

The AccuBond System is the only indirect bonding system that allows you to create ideal bracket placement and strong, reliable bonds. With AccuBond, you can bond an entire arch to about 20 minutes, and have complete confidence that each bracket will be in its ideal location. Despite the full slot coverage, AccuBond is virtually invisible and comfortable for the patient.

Innovative Tray Design

Fabricated trays, especially hand-molded trays, offer the best control, visibility, and comfort for your patients. Your kit includes 10X models, and a 25% increase in case starts.

Base Customization and Advanced Bonding

Each base is operator-specific to the case. Transfer of trays at Ortholab to Ortholab uses a proprietary, high-precision process that ensures a reliable bond.

Bonding to Tooth

In-Ovation C’s revolutionary Interactive™ technology allows you to establish torque and placement guidelines before treatment begins and change them on the fly as treatment progresses. The AccuBond System is the perfect partner to In-Ovation C to enhance its in-office performance.

AccuBond Benefits

- Predictable bracket placement
- Extended treatment time
- Reduced treatment and orthodontic time
-Greater bonding

**In-Ovation C**

The self-ligating bracket that gives you control in every phase of treatment.

**AccuBond Process**

1. Takes PVS impressions
2. Completes bracket application
3. Applies adhesive
4. Doctor approves placement
5. Changes made/

**In-Ovation C**

The self-ligating bracket that gives you control in every phase of treatment.

**Part Art. Part Science. All Orthodontics.**